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Course Structure 2020-2021
There are 3 components to the course:
• J276/01 – Exam paper 1 – Computer Systems - worth 50%
• J276/02 – Exam paper 2 - Computational thinking, algorithms
and programming – worth 50%
• J276/03 – Programming Project (NEA) – minimum 20 hours
timed practical assessment

Computer Systems – Paper 1 – 50%

There is always at least one question on each section. Sometimes these are
direct questions with one answer and sometimes it is more applied knowledge
covering more sections in an essay style approach.

Computational thinking, Algorithms and Programming –
Paper 2 – 50%

There is always at least one question on each section. Sometimes these are
direct questions with one answer and sometimes it is more applied knowledge
covering more sections in an essay style approach.
There are several questions using programming techniques.

Programming Project NEA

General Exam Techniques
•

Time taken - is 1 hour 30 minutes for 7-8 questions which is an average of 1 question per
11 – 12 minutes although some may be much shorter (base timings on marks awarded per
question)

•

Read questions carefully – understand what the question is asking. Any applied answers
should relate to the question.

•

Marks per section of a question – 1 mark – a simple answer (a few words), 2 marks – the
answer with a reason or justification for the answer, 6 marks – essay style – several points
identified with full reasons and written in a flowing, lucid style (high quality communication)
with good spelling and grammar, 6 marks – an algorithm question where all lines of
pseudocode are to be supplied.

•

Lines per question – also indicates quantity of answer required – should be filling out the
lines and avoid one word answers apart from where 1 mark awarded.

•

Algorithm question – look at the bullet points to see the order of how the pseudocode is
written. Partial answers give partial marks so it is better to tackle it.

•

Can’t do a question? – move onto the next one and come back to it at the end

Specific Knowledge – questions on
Paper 1
⮚ Hardware - (CPU and memory, RAM, ROM, virtual, fetch-execute cycle, CPU registers e.g. MAR, MBR, MDR, CIR, ALU,
program counter, buses, performance issues)
⮚ Hardware devices - (input, output, storage – solid state, magnetic, optical, multifunctional systems and embedded
systems)
⮚ Software – (systems software, operating systems, utilities – security, backup, open source and proprietary software)
⮚ Networks – topologies (star, bus, ring), types (client-server, P2P), network range – (LAN, WAN, cabled, wireless),
addressing – MAC, IP, packets, protocols, domain name etc. security – cyber security, threats – viruses, DDOS, botnets,
SQL injection, firewall, backups etc. Web pages - HTML
⮚ Environmental and Cultural issues – examples of computer systems, laws of ICT, copyright, computer misuse, data
protection, investigatory powers, creative commons licence, moral, ethical and social issues, environmental
Paper 2
⮚ Data representation – binary, denary, hexadecimal, binary arithmetic – including shifting, check digits, ASCII (7-bit),
extended ASCII, Unicode
⮚ Data representation – bitmaps, metadata, sound, file types, compression (lossy/lossless), instruction set
⮚ Programming – definitions – sequence, selection, iteration, data types, constants and variables, opcode, operand,
translators, high and low-level languages, testing and test errors, IDE’s, functions and procedures, sub programs, one
and 2-dimensional arrays, record structures, SQL, computational logic – AND, OR, NOT logic gates
⮚ Programming - algorithms – computational thinking, abstraction, decomposition, searching – linear and binary, sorting –
bubble, merge, and insertion
⮚ Programming – practical – flowcharts, pseudocode, indentation, dry runs

How to prepare – course resources
• Use revision resources viewable by topic on google
classroom - all course presentation notes, exercises
and activities

• Full sets of Knowledge Organisers giving the key
terms for each topic area on different sections - see
google classroom topic Knowledge Organisers
• Use remote access to the school site from home

• Notes taken in exercise books

How to prepare – textbooks
A very good textbook for the
way the content is broken
down into sections is the PG
Online resource for GCSE
OCR Computer Science by
Robson and Heathcote
A useful revision book for
notes only is the CGP GCSE
OCR (9-1) Computer
Science
A useful workbook
(associated with the
revision guide above)
but can be purchased
separately

Combined revision
and exam practice –
very useful from CGP

Useful resource for
clear sections and
examples on
programming
techniques to help
with completing the
NEA programming
project

How to prepare – old textbooks
A useful text book for revision is GCSE
Computing OCR specification by Susan Robson –
edition 2 black and white is fine and is cheaper
)as it is not the latest edition (although currently
£20) . Can be found on Amazon. Can be
purchased as colour paperback, B/W paperback
or colour PDF.
A useful text book for revision is GCSE Can be
purchased as colour paperback through Hodder
Education or £20 from WaterStones
My Revision Notes OCR Computing for GCSE
Computer Systems and Programming by Sean
O’Byrne is £5

How to prepare – online
There are many online resources
GCSEPod (excellent resource for Computer Science podcasts)
https://members.gcsepod.com/shared/exams

A good site for technical terminology is https://foldoc.org/

Other useful sites online to access
materials – reg. https://www.mrfraser.org/

Useful Research & Materials Continued…
Book List
★ OCR GCSE 9-1 Computer Science by
PG Online: Book Link
★ OCR GCSE Computer Science by Hodder Education: Book Link
★ Revision Guide and Workbook by CGP: Book Link

Useful Websites: (there are many other sites not included here)
•

Website Link is the main website for finding out about python coding. The program can be downloaded for free so pick the
correct installation for your machine (32/64 bit and Windows/Mac). Ensure you pick the latest version of Python 3 (not Python
2 which has different formatted commands).

•

Website Link - is online documentation to support you with researching any python commands you need to know. Simply enter
the search string and read on.

• Website Link - is a useful website for online step by step python learning
• Website Link - Is another useful website for online step by step python learning
•

Website Link is a another useful website particularly for learning python. However note you have to pay for this module. The

online tutorial which is advertised as 13 hours.
•

Website Link the website Mr. Fraser is a useful resource for Computer Science and has a wealth of resources at GCSE As a
student you need to sign in to the site but the resources are free.

•

Website Link - this website allows you to practice challenges in coding and algorithms

•

Website Link is a website to help with drawing flowcharts and structure diagrams using a good software package

•

Website Link is a free website for drawing flowcharts using a good software package
Technical Dictionaries
https://techterms.com/
https://www.teach-ict.com/glossary/A.htm

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology
http://www.legislation.gov.uk
https://www.computerweekly.com/

How to prepare – online
From the OCR website itself – sample assessment resource:
https://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/gcse/computer-sciencej276-from-2016/assessment/
The specification is OCR J276 which can be downloaded from:
https://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/gcse/computer-sciencej276-from-2016/specification-at-a-glance/

For the written exam, the site below can be used to download
older past papers and mark schemes
• https://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/past-paper-finder/

J276/03 – Programming Project – minimum 20 hours
WHY IS THE PROGRAMMING PROJECT IMPORTANT?

All the points
mentioned are
relevant but
particularly, at this
stage, point 3.
Virtually all of paper
2 is algorithms.
Also algorithms may
appear to 1 or 2
questions in paper 1.
So programming will
help with skills for
40% of the exam.

J276/03 – Programming Project – minimum 20 hours
WHY IS THE PROGRAMMING PROJECT IMPORTANT?

OCR monitor the correct
implementation of the
project as a formal
requirement of the
course.

This means although it is
0% of the GCSE it has to
be tackled professionally
and in full detail by all.

J276/03 – Programming Project – min. 20 Hours - Series of Sections

SECTIONS TO WRITE UP
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Analysis of task
Design – flowcharts, pseudocode
Design - design test plan, data dictionary, validation
Program code – create in Python, test and debug for tasks
Commenting code fully and explaining development how tackled for task
Full test plans and screenshots of tests for task
Evaluation of task

J276/03 – Programming Project – min. 20 hours
EXAMPLE OF TASK WORK – SAMPLE MATERIAL

J276/03 – Programming Project – min. 20 hours
EXAMPLE OF TASK WORK – SAMPLE MATERIAL

J276/03 – Programming Project – min. 20 hours
EXEMPLAR FOR WRITTEN WORK – DOES NOT EQUATE TO TASKS SHOWN
Go to OCR website – qualification GCSE – subject Computing – J276 Teaching and Learning
materials – candidate exemplar
https://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/gcse/computer-science-j276-from-2016/assessment/

NEA zip file contains 2 exemplars

J276/03 – Programming Project – min. 20 hours
TEMPLATE FOR WRITTEN WORK
A template report file is supplied by the exam board to enable each of the sections to be
written. Within each of the sections the best work is fully detailed and written in a coherent
flowing (free) style in good order.
Report (a word document) should include any other documents produced in other programs.
The report should be fully sourced and all of the sections should be completed.

This shows the first section – the
analysis to make it easier to
complete

J276/03 – Programming Project – min. 20 hours
TIMINGS – 20 hours allowed
• As coursework is 0% but mandatory 20 hours work , class time is limited for completion
of this work.
• There are generally 3 parts to the project:
• Phase 1 – approx. 6 hours – analysis and design work – research can be done at home
but work needs to be done in school.
• Phase 2 – approx. 11 hours – fully programming the task. Extended time usually to get
programming code to work from past experience – again lunch and after school.
• Phase 3 – 3 hours – full testing with screenshots and evaluation.
TIPS
• Do not spend long periods of time trying to get program code fully working if this is
becoming excessive – you get marks for partially working solutions.
• Tasks have to be supervised in the classroom – so completion will involve some class
time and some after school and/or lunch time sessions to complete the 20 hours.
• Research areas of difficulty as homework to use the knowledge in next lesson to
maximise progress.

J276/03 – Programming Project – min. 20 hours
DEADLINES FOR SUB-TASKS
Phase 1 – Approx. (6 hours)
∙ TBD – Analysis section
∙ TBD – Design Flow Chart
∙ TBD – Design Pseudocode
∙ TBD –Design Test Plan, Data Dictionary and Validation
Phase 2 – Approx. (11 Hours)
∙ Python code creation, and code annotation and development report
Phase 3 – Approx. (3 hours)
∙ Full test plans and screenshots, and evaluations
∙ Final deadline hand in of all work printed in order, and emailed
ASSESSMENT BREAKDOWN SUMMARY
•
•
•
•

Analysis and Design – incl. flowcharts, pseudocode, test plan
Program code – working, partially working, efficiency Program comments and “how made” explanations Full testing and screenshots and full evaluation -

14/40
12/40
8/40
6/40

J276/03 – Programming Project – min. 20 hours
MORE KEY POINTS FOR GOOD MARKS
• Do not copy huge chunks of code from a website - Internet is allowed but
it must be clearly students’ own solution – and additionally all sources
have to be stated.
• Use unique variable names etc. which describe what the variable – if you
were storing the value of tax use the variable name “tax” not “y”
• Use comments for different sections of code (so most lines) – shows good
understanding of code.
• Unexplained code is regarded by the exam board as having been
obtained from a website somewhere with little understanding shown.
• To make drawing flowcharts easier use draw_io and pick flowchart
symbols – see link below
• Supply all work in the template report file

